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SUMMARY
To improve earthquake location, we create a 3-D a priori P-wave velocity model (3-DVM)
that approximates the large velocity variations of the Ecuadorian subduction system. The
3-DVM is constructed from the integration of geophysical and geological data that depend
on the structural geometry and velocity properties of the crust and the upper mantle. In addition, specific station selection is carried out to compensate for the high station density on
the Andean Chain. 3-D synthetic experiments are then designed to evaluate the network capacity to recover the event position using only P arrivals and the MAXI technique. Three
synthetic earthquake location experiments are proposed: (1) noise-free and (2) noisy arrivals
used in the 3-DVM, and (3) noise-free arrivals used in a 1-DVM. Synthetic results indicate
that, under the best conditions (exact arrival data set and 3-DVM), the spatiotemporal configuration of the Ecuadorian network can accurately locate 70 per cent of events in the frontal
part of the subduction zone (average azimuthal gap is 289◦ ± 44◦ ). Noisy P arrivals (up to
± 0.3 s) can accurately located 50 per cent of earthquakes. Processing earthquake location
within a 1-DVM almost never allows accurate hypocentre position for offshore earthquakes
(15 per cent), which highlights the role of using a 3-DVM in subduction zone. For the application to real data, the seismicity distribution from the 3-D-MAXI catalogue is also compared to
the determinations obtained in a 1-D-layered VM. In addition to good-quality location uncertainties, the clustering and the depth distribution confirm the 3-D-MAXI catalogue reliability.
The pattern of the seismicity distribution (a 13 yr record during the inter-seismic period of
the seismic cycle) is compared to the pattern of rupture zone and asperity of the Mw = 7.9
1942 and the Mw = 7.7 1958 events (the Mw = 8.8 1906 asperity patch is not defined). We
observe that the nucleation of 1942, 1958 and 1906 events coincides with areas of positive
Simple Bouguer anomalies and areas where marine terraces are still preserved on the coastal
morphology. From north to south: (1) the 1958 rupture zone is almost aseismic and is attributed
to a zone of high coupling; (2) south of the Galera alignment (perpendicular to the trench), the
1942 rupture zone presents moderate seismicity, deeper on the seismogenic interplate zone,
and abutting on the Jama cluster (to the south). This cluster is facing the Cabo Pasado cap
and positive Bouguer anomalies on the overriding margin. We suspect that this cluster reflects
a zone of local asperity (partial coupling). South of the Jama cluster, the spherical aseismic
zone in the Bahia area is interpreted as having a low seismic coupling (steady creep motion or
slow slip events). We suspect that the site that generated the three M > 7 events (1896, 1956
and 1998) correspond to a small patch of strong coupling. To the south, in the Manta-Puerto
Lopez zone, the seismicity is mainly organized in earthquake swarms (1998, 2002, 2005).
Although slow slip events have been observed in the area (Vallée et al. submitted), we infer
from the coastline shape, the marine terraces and the high positive Bouguer anomalies that the
seismicity here might reveal a significant amount of seismic coupling.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

2 A P R I O R I 3 - D P - WAV E V E L O C I T Y
M O D E L I N E C UA D O R
This study consists in the construction of a 3-D georealistic
P-velocity model (3-DVM) to compensate for the lack of a precise tomography model. We create the a priori model by integrating
published information on structures and velocities that we could
gather on Ecuador (or comparable subduction zones). The resulting
model is totally independent of tomographic inversions and recovers, as well as possible, the first-order lithospheric variations in terms
of geometry and velocity. The model extends from northern Peru
(6.5◦ S) to southern Colombia (3◦ S), between 277◦ E and 283◦ E and
reaches 300 km depth. The parametrization of the velocity model is
discussed at the end of this chapter. The following section presents
the information we used to construct the velocity model.
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Interplate seismogenic zones of subduction systems generate the
most destructive earthquakes worldwide, as these faults are superficial (generally shallower than 60 km depth) and extend laterally along coastlines (Pacheco et al. 1993; Tichelaar & Ruff 1993;
Heuret et al. 2011). However, the precise seismicity distribution and
its temporal modification, particularly for small magnitude events,
are often poorly assessed. Our comprehension of the interplate
seismogenic zone behaviour is thus restricted in time, especially
during the later part of the seismic cycle when seismicity is supposed to contribute to stress build up and concentrates around the
periphery of the (future) rupture zone (Mogi 1979; Scholz 2002;
Bollinger et al. 2004). The absolute position of earthquakes also
contributes to the assessment of the seismic hazard because accurate event location is needed to determine magnitude and focal
mechanism, as well as to highlight active fault geometry or seismic gaps. Improving absolute earthquake location from permanent
seismic network monitoring is therefore crucial to better understand the seismic behaviour along subduction systems before a main
shock.
In most subduction zones, limitations in assessing absolute earthquake location are specifically because of (1) scarce seismic monitoring near coastal areas and the lack of permanent marine networks and (2) the fact that the three-dimensional (3-D) aspect of
the heterogeneous lithospheres is generally not considered. In most
cases, earthquakes occurring on the interplate seismogenic zones
are located offshore while seismic stations are deployed onland.
Consequently, the network configuration causes azimuthal gaps often larger than 180◦ and large source-to-station distances (>50 km),
which are not suitable for regional tomographic inversion or earthquake location (Bondar et al. 2004). This restricts our knowledge on
3-D structures and seismic velocity properties. Subsequently, 1-D
velocity models are generally used despite the strong lateral seismic velocity variations found in subduction zones. When computed
in 1-D media, predicted seismic ray traveltimes have large errors
and generate significant mislocation in hypocentre determination
(Lomax et al. 2001; Flanagan et al. 2007). Improving earthquake
location in subduction zones, where deploying permanent network
with efficient azimuthal coverage is difficult, requires improving
traveltime estimates, which in turn essentially relies on the ability of the 3-D velocity model to represent structural intricacies
such as: surface topography variations (from the oceanic trench to
the volcanic arc), the compositional difference between an oceanic
subducting plate and a continental overriding plates, lateral seismic
velocity variations produced by local tectonic structures (such as
subducting ridges, forearc sedimentary basin, magmatic chambers,
backarc basin), crustal thickness and Moho discontinuity or mantle
hydration.
A significant step in earthquake location consists in the establishment of a priori 3-D velocity model (3-DVM) to compensate the lack of precise tomography model. A priori velocity
models are constructed in part or totally by integrating information on structures and velocities that results from independent investigations (e.g. reflection or wide-angle seismics, gravity, surface geology; Nataf & Ricard 1996; Ricard et al. 1996; Bhattacharyya et al. 2000; Pasyanos et al. 2001; Johnson & Vincent
2002; Font et al. 2003; Husen et al. 2003; Rhodes 2004; Flanagan et al. 2007; Font & Lallemand 2009). This type of models
improves traveltime estimates and earthquake location accuracy as
evidenced by the error reduction relative to reference events such
as nuclear bombs for teleseismic hypocentre determinations or ex-

plosions and seismicity on well-known tectonic features for local
studies.
In this paper, we propose a 3-D approach to improve earthquake location in subduction zones. The application’s objective
is to better resolve the seismicity distribution on or at the vicinity of the Ecuadorian interplate seismogenic zone. In this area, no
precise tomography covering the whole active margin has been
published, mainly because of the network configuration (Prevot
et al. 1996). We thus construct and present the first a priori 3D P-wave velocity model established from the integration of geophysical and geological investigations carried out on the Ecuadorian margin. The velocity model is available upon request to the
first author. Hypocentre determination uses events recorded locally during the interseismic period, between 1994 and 2007, on
the permanent RENSIG seismological network (Red Nacional de
Sismógrafos del Instituto Geofisco, Escuela Politecnica Nacional,
Quito). One of the main difficulties hinges upon the network configuration (essentially short-period and vertical component) that
was initially installed to monitor volcanic hazards and is essentially deployed along the linear Andean Chain at about 200–300 km
from the trench. The subsequent station density disequilibrium requires a specific data selection to enhance the effect of the few
coastal stations on earthquake location (relative to the Andean
stations).
We perform hypocentre determination using an improved version
of the maximum intersection technique (MAXI; Font et al. 2004;
Theunissen et al. 2012) as its search process is reduced to the direct search of the three unknowns (longitude, latitude and depth).
The origin time of the earthquake is then solved from the solution
position. Designing a P-velocity model alone is a choice motivated
by the lack of knowledge about the 3-D S-velocity properties and
the network characteristics (vertical component sensors). Before
the application to real data, we design a 3-D synthetic experiment
(that we called a resolution test) to evaluate the network capacity
to recover true-event positions using only P arrivals. Applying the
application to real data, we evaluate the effect of the 3-DVM by
comparing the earthquake location to the results obtained, using
the same arrival-time data set and technique, within a 1-D velocity
model and to the initial solutions from RENSIG. Earthquake location results, from location uncertainties, confidence factors and
geodynamic adequacy, attest to the efficiency of the a priori 3-D
velocity model presented in this study to improve hypocentre location in the Ecuadorian subduction zone. To conclude, we discuss
the new event catalogue compared to the rupture zones of the four
historical earthquakes that occurred in the area.

Seismicity along the Ecuadorian subduction zone
2.1 Geodynamic, structural and velocity data
Subduction occurs beneath northern South America since at least
Early Jurassic time (Aspden et al. 1987; Jaillard et al. 1990; Kerr
& Tarney 2005). Many works have been conducted onland and
offshore which allow reconstructing the geodynamic evolution of
the region and highlight the complexity and 3-D structure of the
Ecuadorian subduction system. For the purpose of a 3-DVM construction, we summarize those works, distinguishing four main
structural units over the southern Colombia—northern Peru region.
Each of them has its own geometry and seismic velocity properties
that one needs to consider to improve wave propagation computations. The structural units are: The Nazca Plate and associated
downgoing slab, and the overriding plate composed of three regions: (1) the continental Guyana Shield and sedimentary basin
(east of the Andes), (2) the Andean Chain and inter-Andean valley (both a volcanic arc and geological suture) and (3) the North
Andean Block composed of accreted oceanic plateaus and a thick
sedimentary cover (Figs 1 and 2). Note that in the presentation of
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the model construction and structural units, we refer under the term
“North Andean Block” to the part of the block that extends from the
trench to the western Andes foothills. The real limit of the North
Andean Block is still debated but we know it is located eastward,
along the Andean Chain, and that it extends from the Puna Island
to north of Venezuela.
The surface topography included in the 3-DVM is irregular and
presents huge variations from about −4000 m near the trench to
+6000 m at some active volcanoes (Michaud et al. 2006). The
trench-to-coast distance (from 50 to 190 km) and trench geometry
vary laterally along the subduction, increasing in obliquity from
∼10◦ in Central Ecuador, to ∼30◦ in southern Colombia (Trenkamp
et al. 2002).

2.1.1 The Nazca Plate
The age of the Nazca Plate (subducting beneath the South America
Plate) and its segmentation varies along the subduction zone, mainly
Downloaded from http://gji.oxfordjournals.org/ by guest on September 14, 2016

Figure 1. Geodynamical framework of the Ecuadorian subduction zone. Simplified faults traces modified from Vallejo et al. (2009): CF = Cosanga Fault;
CPPF: Calacalı́ – Pujilı́ – Pallatanga Fault. Bathymetry/topography map from Michaud et al. (2006). Limits of the main sedimentary basins from Deniaud
(2000): BB = Borbon Basin; MB = Manabi Basin; PB = Progreso Basin.
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Figure 2. (a) Example of the lithospherical and upper mantle model of Ecuador along an E–W cross-section at 1.5◦ S established for the construction of the
3-DVM; thin lines define the principal limits of the structural units (sedimentary layer, crustal basement and upper mantle, for both tectonic plates—see colour
code within the figure). (b) Cross-section within the velocity model and geophysical data existing at (or near) this latitude (active seismic refraction from
Graindorge et al. (2004) and Ocola et al. (1975); crustal model from Simple Bouguer gravity field of Feininger & Seguin (1983); seismicity distribution from
Engdahl et al. (1998, in white) and RENSIG (in grey). Thin lines define the same principal limits of the structure shown in (a); (c) Active seismic refraction
model from Graindorge et al. (2004). (d) Crustal profile determined from Bouguer anomalies (Feininger & Seguin 1983). (e) 1-D velocity model along the
Andean Chain resulting from the Nariño active seismic experiment (from southern Colombia to central Ecuador, from Ocola et al. (1975)).

Seismicity along the Ecuadorian subduction zone

(1) North of the Esmeraldas Canyon (Manglares segment after
Marcaillou et al. 2006), the trench is locally disrupted and filled
by ∼3 km of turbidites. The accretionary prism is less than 5 km
wide or absent (Collot et al. 2008). The narrow shelf (5–20 km) is
affected by an 80 km wide and ∼1 km deep reentrant (Collot et al.
2004; Marcaillou et al. 2006). Near the trench, the Nazca Plate dips
about 7.5◦ eastward (at ∼4.5 km depth) and is only slightly affected
by normal faults (contrarily to the northern Colombian segment;
Marcaillou et al. 2006). The downgoing subduction channel is about
2 km thick and is considerably reduced at 60 km from the trench
(∼15 km depth; Agudelo et al. 2009). The Nazca crust thickness
is about constant (6.5 km) from the oceanic basin to 60 km east of
trench (Agudelo et al. 2009).
(2) Between the Esmeraldas canyon and the northern extent of
the Carnegie Ridge (1.5◦ N–0.5◦ N), the continental shelf widens to
50 km and shallows to less than 100 m (Collot et al. 2004). The
well-marked trench deepens to ∼3.7 km and contains up to 500 m
sedimentary fill (Collot et al. 2002). The Nazca Plate lies at ∼5 km
depth beneath the trench fill. The dip angle is 3◦ along 35 km from
the trench and increase to ∼15◦ eastward.
(3) Along the Carnegie Ridge segment, the trench shallows
to ∼2.8 km and contains only a few turbidites (Lonsdale 1978;
Collot et al. 2004). The interplate boundary is dipping 10◦ 15 km
from the trench. A thin subduction channel locally thickens to form
low-velocity 600-m-thick lenses of underthrusted fluid-rich sediment (Sage et al. 2006).

(4) Between the Carnegie Ridge and the Grijalva Fracture Zone,
the trench is narrow (3–4 km wide), at 4 to 4.2 km depth and contains
about 300 m of infill deposit (2–2.2 km s–1 ; Calahorrano et al. 2008).
The accretionary prism widens to 3 km. The subduction channel is
thin (maximum of 0.6 km) and imaged to 25 km landward from the
trench (∼7.5 km deep). The Nazca Plate is locally dipping landward
at 6◦ . Off the Gulf of Guyaquil, a 3–10 km wide and 1 km thick
sedimentary prism fronts the margin (Calahorrano et al. 2008).
Sediment accumulation is favored south of the Grijalva Fracture
Zone because the trench is deepest. The trench is 10 to 15 km
wide, about 4.8 km deep and filled by about 500 m of sediment.
The subduction channel is visible from the trench (0.2 km thick)
reaching a thickness of ∼1 km before thinning to only 0.3 km at
∼30 km of the trench landward (low velocity 2.8 km s–1 relative
to the 3.5–3.8 km s–1 of the overlying upper-plate basement). The
Nazca crust is at 4.5 km depth before trench.
At greater depth (between 40 and 300 km), as imaged by local
seismicity, the downgoing slab dip-angle does not vary significantly,
although it is slightly higher to the north and lower in northern Peru.
A flat slab had been proposed beneath Ecuador based on scarce
teleseismic records (Gutscher et al. 1999) but is controversial based
on other local seismicity observations. Indeed, in northern Ecuador,
at depths greater than 30 km, the slab dips about 25–30◦ down to
140 km depth (Pontoise & Monfret 2004; Manchuel et al. 2009;
Manchuel et al. 2011), 25–35◦ down to 200 km in Central Ecuador
(Prevot et al. 1996; Guillier et al. 2001) and reduces to about 25◦ in
northern Peru (Tavera et al. 2006).
In the 3-DVM, the slab geometry is extrapolated from both local (RENSIG) and teleseismic catalogues [EHB catalogue from
Engdahl et al. (1998); Fig. 2b]. In the northern part of the country,
the 1-D deep seismic profile, resulting from the Nariño active seismic experiment (Ocola et al. 1975), is also taken into consideration
(Fig. 2e). When not clearly constrained by seismicity, the slab depth
beneath active volcanoes is forced to range between 80 and 120 km
depth (Fig. 2b). Slab dip is considered constant down to 300 km
depth. Seismic velocities beneath the oceanic Moho are taken from
the iasp91 model (Kennett & Engdahl 1991).
2.1.2 Guyana shield and sedimentary cover
The Nazca Plate underthrusts the South America Plate. East of the
Andes, the Amazon Basin (or Oriente) is a Mesozoic to Cenozoic,
hydrocarbon-rich sedimentary foreland basin that includes a platform carbonate sequence, overlying the older cratonic Guyana basement, both intruded by large granitoid batholiths along the boundary with the Andes (Christophoul et al. 2002; Hughes & Pilatasig
2002; Cediel et al. 2003). The sedimentary thickness reaches 10 km
(Thomas et al. 1995) and is characterized by a velocity gradient
between ∼2 to 5.5 km s–1 . From gravity modelling, the average continental crust thickness is estimated between 30 to 35 km (Fig. 2d;
Feininger & Seguin 1983). Velocities increase from 5.8 km s–1 (at
top of continental basement) to 6.8 km s–1 near the Moho discontinuity.
2.1.3 Andean chain and inter-Andean valley
West of the Amazon Basin, the Ecuadorian Andes, in broad approximation, consists of two parallel ranges, oriented NNE–SSW
and reaching about 6 km of elevation: the Western Cordillera (to
the west) and the Real Cordillera (to the east). The Real Cordillera
consists mostly of sub-linear belts of Palaeozoic to Mesozoic metamorphic rocks, accreted to the palaeo-continental margin since
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because of the Farallon Plate splitting along a preexistent NNE
fracture zone during Oligocene time (∼ 30–25 Ma; Hey 1977). The
crust is about 30 Ma south of the Grijalva Fracture Zone, 22 Ma
north of it, and decreases northwards to about 10 Ma at the southern
limit of the Yaquina Graben (Fig. 1; Lonsdale 1978, 2005; Lonsdale
& Klitgord 1978). The rupture of the Farallon oceanic plate evolved
into the E–W trending Cocos-Nazca Spreading Center. Around 23–
20 Ma, the interaction between the Galapagos Hot Spot and the
spreading centre results in the formation of the Cocos (and Malpelo)
Ridge north of the spreading centre and the Carnegie Ridge south
of it (Sallares & Charvis 2003). Near the Ecuadorian Trench, the
aseismic Carnegie Ridge is about 280 km wide and 2 km high with
respect to the neighbouring abyssal plain.
The oceanic crust thickness varies laterally beneath the overriding
margin as observed on wide-angle data, reaching up to 19 km beneath the Carnegie Ridge crest (Sallares & Charvis 2003) and 14 km
on its southern flank (central Ecuador; Calahorrano 2001; Graindorge et al. 2004) and thinning down to 5 km off southern Colombia
(Meissner et al. 1977; Garcia 2009). Near the trench, oceanic basement velocities vary from ∼5 km s–1 (at the top of oceanic layer
2) to ∼7.0 km s–1 at the base of oceanic layer 3 (Figs 2b and c).
The Moho discontinuity is represented by a strong velocity gradient
from ∼7 to 7.8 km s–1 in less than 1 km of depth (averaged from
(Graindorge et al. 2004; Agudelo et al. 2009).
The Ecuadorian margin is highly segmented and mainly erosional (e.g. Collot et al. 2002). Sedimentary variation of trench
filling, downgoing subduction channel thickness, physical properties and/or patchiness on the interplate, accretionary prism, frontal
forearc basins and also shallow interplate dip angle are given by
Calahorrano et al. (2008), Collot et al. (2004, 2008), Marcaillou &
Collot (2008), Sage et al. (2006), Witt et al. (2006). The shallowest
part of the 3-DVM is constrained by these structural data.
Along-strike structural variations may be described along four
segments.
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2.1.4 North Andean block and forearc basins
West of the Andes, the Coastal Plain basement is characterized by
allochthonous oceanic terranes accreted to the continental margin
during Cretaceous to mid-Eocene times that are locally exposed in
the Coastal Cordillera (Litherland & Aspden 1992; Kerr et al. 2002).
Three thick sedimentary basins overlay the oceanic basement and
cover a large part of the Coastal Plain (Daly 1989; Deniaud 2000).
From north to south, they are Borbon, Manabi and Progreso basins.
Sedimentary fill may reach up to 10 km. The seismic velocities
within the forearc basins increase with the sedimentary thickness,
reaching about 5 km s–1 for a thickness of about 8 km. Based on
gravity modelling (Case et al. 1973; Feininger & Seguin 1983),
the North Andean Block crustal thickness varies between 22 km
(near the coast line) to 30 km (western flank of the Andes), locally
thinning beneath the Coastal Cordillera. The crustal seismic velocity
gradient increases from 4.8 to ∼7 km s–1 .

2.2 Constructing the velocity model and grid
parametrization
To construct the 3-DVM, we integrate on a series of vertical E–W
cross-sections (each 0.5◦ ) the multiple and independent geological/geophysical observations described above to differentiate the
structural units (sedimentary layers, crustal basement and upper
mantle, for both tectonic plates) in terms of geometry as well as
P-velocity (VP ) gradients. Structural geometry and VP gradients are
used to characterize the top and bottom of the envelopes that limit
each unit in space. The final model is obtained by interpolating
the seismic velocities to the whole region and by averaging seismic
velocities in blocks of constant velocities (Fig. 3). The technical
approach is similar to that used by Font et al. (2003).
The gridding of the velocity model is parametrized into a blocky
schema, following the approach presented by Zhou (1994). Horizontally, the studied area covers 648 × 1092 km2 , with x and y

axes following E–W and N–S directions, respectively. The SW corner is assigned to be the origin point, at 277◦ E and 6.5◦ S. The
heterogeneous velocity structures are characterized by a set of nonoverlapping, equal volume and constant VP velocity blocks. Each
block dimension is 12 × 12 × 3 km in the x, y and z directions,
respectively. Therefore, structures thinner than 3 km (such as the
subduction channel, for instance) are incorporated in the average
velocity of the concerned blocks. The entire velocity model consists
of 516 120 blocks. In accordance with the shortest ray path method
(Moser et al. 1992), ray tracing nodes are placed only on facets,
edges and vertices of blocks and each of them has a constant slowness (1/VP ). Because blocks are of constant velocity, that is straight
ray path within each block, there is no need for nodes inside the
blocks. The interval between two adjacent nodes is 3 km along the
horizontal directions and 1 km vertically. Each block consists of 82
nodes and 15 745 384 nodes constitute the whole velocity model.
This parametrization is propitious for the dimension of our velocity
model but it shall be adapted accordingly to the size of the region
under study (Theunissen et al. 2012).
In summary, the 3-DVM constructed here integrates the data
known on the heterogeneous crust and mantle velocities, mimicking the topography variations, the sea water and air columns, the
sedimentary layers and crustal thicknesses, the crustal lithologies
and the slab dip angle. The model includes the effect on near-surface
seismic-wave velocities produced by some local tectonic structures
such as the Carnegie Ridge or the Inter-Andean Valley. The 3-DVM
aspires to represent, at least in broad lines, realistic velocity variations to better control traveltime estimates in a region where local
tomography does not exist.

3 S E I S M O L O G I C A L D ATA
Since 1990, the RENSIG is recording the seismic activity in Ecuador
(Segovia & Alvarado 2009). This study uses the arrival times manually picked by the staff of the Institute of Geophysics of the events
recorded between 1994 and 2007. During this period, the RENSIG
documented about 44,000 seismic events. The network is telemetered and essentially composed of vertical component, short-period
stations. Accurate subduction earthquake location is complicated
because of the seismological network configuration, which has been
for the last 15 yr essentially distributed over the Andean Chain to
monitor volcanic hazard. The distribution of the seismic stations
from Ecuadorian network shows a density discrepancy between the
Coastal (20 per cent) and the Andean regions (80 per cent).
To avoid the excessive influence of seismic stations on the Andes
relative to the Coastal region, we select all available stations on the
Coastal region and one on each volcano subnetwork (Fig. 4). The
choice of the volcanic station is based on number of records between
1994 and 2007, signal-to-noise ratio and geographic position (preferentially located west of the volcano, to avoid as much as possible
velocity structures related to the volcanic edifices). Note that during
the hypocentre determination process, only one station at a time can
be selected in the groups vc1-mary-tamb and in ara2-retu (Fig. 4).
In total, the selected subnetwork is composed of 39 stations.
In addition to the difficulty of the uneven spatial distribution, the
performance of the seismic stations on the Coastal area has been
intermittent (Fig. 4). Only four coastal stations can be considered as
nearly permanent during the 14 yr: jama, hoja, lore, cupa with 13,
12, 12 and 11.5 yr of recording, respectively. Stations magd and sali
arrive in second position with 10 and 7 yr of recording, respectively.
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the Mesozoic (Aspden et al. 1992). They are covered by Cenozoic to modern volcanosedimentary units. The Western Cordillera
consists of a volcanic arc that lies astride a basement composed
of accreted oceanic plateau (same basement as the coastal area;
Hughes & Pilatasig 2002). Both cordilleras are separated by the
inter-Andean graben filled by Pliocene and Quaternary volcanosedimentary rocks (sedimentary velocity for about 5 km of thickness;
Fig. 2d). Feininger & Seguin (1983) suggest that the basement underlying the inter-Andean graben consist of Real Cordillera rocks.
The inter-Andean graben and active Calacali-Pujili Fault zone (at
the eastern limit of the Western Cordillera) is considered as marking
the suture zone between the continental basement to the east and
the oceanic one to the west. Within the 3-DVM, seismic velocities
are subsequently slightly lower in the Real Cordillera than in the
Western Cordillera. The crustal depth and reflective Moho is not
well constrained in this area. Active seismic, seismology and gravity modelling agree with a crust thickness reaching between 50 and
66 km depth (Ocola et al. 1975; Leeds 1977; Feininger & Seguin
1983; Prevot et al. 1996; Guillier et al. 2001) but no strong Moho
discontinuity has been seen. In the 3-DVM, east and west and the
Andean Chain, the Moho is represented, at near 30 km in depth, by
a strong velocity gradient (from ∼7 to 8 km s–1 in less than 2 km
thick layer). Beneath the Andean Chain, the Moho gradient is significantly smoothed and the velocities of 7 and 8 km s–1 are marked
at 55 and 65 km depth, respectively.

Seismicity along the Ecuadorian subduction zone
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Figure 3. (a) Horizontal and (b) vertical cross-sections showing VP lateral and vertical variations within the 3-D geo-realistic a priori P-velocity model
(3-DVM) constructed in the study. The 3-DVM is established from the integration of geological and geophysical information collected on the Ecuadorian
subduction system. It extends down to 300 km depth. Triangles on both shallower sections represent the position of seismic stations involved in the earthquake
location procedure.
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Figure 3 – continued

Based on RENSIG hypocentral determinations, five geographical
groups share the seismicity distribution as following: 72 per cent
of earthquakes are located on the Andean Chain (group A),
6 per cent offshore (group O), 6 per cent on the Coastal Plain
(i.e. on the margin between the coast and the western flank of
the Andes, group M), 9 per cent south of 2◦ S (group S) and
7 per cent are deeper than 50 km (group D). Considering only
P phase arrival times, we select all events that were recorded
by at least four seismic stations, among which at least one station belongs to the same geographic group than the event (all
available stations for group D). In total, 12 398 events are kept,
and 112 148 P-wave measurements compose the arrival-time data
set.

4 A B S O L U T E E A RT H Q UA K E L O C AT I O N
TECHNIQUE
To search event location within a 3-D medium, we use an updated
version of the maximum intersection method. A description of the
method and application to the southern Ryukyu seismicity (offshore Taiwan) within a 3-DVM of the region are shown by Font &
Lallemand (2009), Font et al. (2004) and Theunissen et al. (2012).
Therefore, only a brief overview of the technique will be given here.
4.1 Maximum intersection technique
MAXI is a direct-search procedure based on graph theory and well
adapted to strongly heterogeneous environments. The single event
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Figure 4. Station map. Triangle = seismic stations selected from the RENSIG network to improve hypocenter determination of the seismicity occurring in
the vicinity of the interplate seismogenic zone (subduction front). Triangle colour code: record frequency. Histograms represent the number of P arrivals along
time (1994–2007). Station positions and associated histograms illustrate the distribution heterogeneity, in space and time, of the permanent network (RENSIG).
Bathymetry and topography relief is from Michaud et al. (2006).

position is solved by searching for the maximum intersection number of equal differential time (EDT) volumes (Zhou 1994). An EDT
volume is described as the collection of grid nodes satisfying the
arrival-time difference between two stations ± a tolerance value
(in seconds) known as TERR. The node collection organizes in
space along a deformed 3-D hyperbolic volume. In a network of j
stations, C 2j = j×(2j−1) EDTs can be constructed and shall intersect
around the hypocentral solution. Theoretically, an EDT volume includes the hypocentre. It is important to acknowledge that an EDT

volume is totally independent of the earthquake origin time as it
only depends on arrival time difference and traveltime computation. Subsequently, from EDT properties, the MAXI search process
directly determines the three coordinate parameters (longitude, latitude and depth). The origin-time is then evaluated a posteriori
once the hypocentre position is solved. Thus, the origin-time estimate does not affect the hypocentre search procedure. Accordingly,
except for specific situations, a good approximation of the depth parameter can be achieved using only P arrivals (if the 3-D P-velocity
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Broadly, the main advantages of MAXI is (1) to eliminate the origin time unknown from the search procedure and subsequently to
retrieve the depth parameter independently from the origin time, (2)
to show good performances when azimuthal coverage is poor, (3)
to objectively filter inconsistent arrival times and (4) to be less sensitive to velocity model inaccuracies than techniques that minimize
traveltime residues (Theunissen et al. 2012).
4.2 MAXI parametrization
The MAXI earthquake location process will search for the solution showing the best consistency between input parameters
(such as arrival times, station positions and the discrete 3-DVM)
and the parametrization of the system (e.g. grid geometry, TERR
variations). A successful search process greatly depends on the
parametrization implemented for the velocity grid and the MAXI
process, that in turns depend on the network configuration. In this
study, because of the seismic stations distribution (∼80 per cent
aligned on the Andean Chain), using the MAXI technique by combining all possible pairs of stations provide EDT data sets that (1) are
spatially tangent (approximately normal to the trench) when focusing on offshore earthquakes and (2) enhance the velocity anomalies
not taken into account beneath active volcanoes.
To avoid these difficulties, we limit the number of EDT volumes
to the set of pairs that include the station with the earliest arrival
time. For an earthquake recorded by j stations, (j−1) EDTs are
thus used to determine the solution (at a given TERR value). This
choice gives more weight to the first station and its surrounding
velocity model, in the sense that all EDTs rely on the first station
arrival time and are combined only once with the remaining stations,
thus reducing the harmful effect of structural anomalies under the
volcanic arc. Consequently, this choice is particularly advantageous
for the location process of earthquakes occurring offshore or near
the coast. However, it should be noted that if the first arrival is
erroneous, the hypocenter determination will be shifted in space
(Font et al. 2004).
Based on the grid parametrization and on classical estimations of
picking errors for regional earthquakes (Zeiler & Velasco 2009), we
implement the TERR parameter (that controls the thickness of EDT)
to increase from 0.4 to 0.8 s with an increment of 0.1 s. The initial
node spacing is defined above; the secondary grid is composed of
nodes equally spaced and distant of 0.5 km.
5 S Y N T H E T I C R E S O LU T I O N
I N V E S T I G AT I O N
The configuration of seismic station in Ecuador between 1994 and
2007 is not constant through time and only includes a few coastal
stations. To evaluate the ability of the selected subnetwork to properly locate subduction earthquakes using P arrivals and the MAXI
technique, we design a synthetic investigation aiming to mimic the
realistic azimuthal gap and 3-D configuration.
The first step consists in retrieving 3-D synthetic P-wave arrival
times, with the objective to simulate the acquisition of seismic waves
that propagate within a strongly heterogeneous medium. To do so,
we extract all earthquake positions from the initial RENSIG data set
(∼12 400 events). From a known event position, we retrieve the 3-D
traveltimes applying the ray tracing shortest path method (Moser
1991) within the 3-DVM, and using a fixed origin time, we establish
the synthetic arrival time. Synthetic arrivals are only restored at the
station positions that genuinely recorded the earthquake to re-create
the network conditions at the time of the recorded event.
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model well represents crust and mantle velocity heterogeneities),
from the intersections of all possible combination of EDT volumes.
The specific situations where the depth unknown can not be well resolved concerns the cases where (1) all stations are at equal distance
of the hypocentre, (2) the first arrival is a head wave at all stations
and (3) the stations are so far that the curvature of the wave can be
neglected. In this study, thanks to the a priori station selection that
always involves a near-by station, those specific cases should not
occur.
For the establishment of the EDT volume, grid nodes are collected by scanning a pre-computed reference file. This reference
file stores the ray tracing traveltimes from each node of the dense
grid that covers the modelled region to each seismic station. The
book-keeping system is strictly identical to the one described by
Zhou (1994) who applied the shortest path method (Moser 1991;
Moser et al. 1992) to compute ray tracings.
The algorithm works as follows. First, an iterative approach on
the parameter that controls the EDT thickness (TERR) retrieves a
spatial volume (V1) including high-probability solutions, that is all
nodes that have been intersected by a maximum number of EDTs at
a given iteration. Intersection scores obtained at each iteration are
stacked for each node of V1. V1 is then subdivided into two volumes
(V2 and V3) in function of the stacked EDT-intersection scores.
V3 only includes best-scored nodes and is the smallest volume.
V2 contains good-scored node (best intersection-scores minus a
confidence margin) and is larger than V3.
Second, a statistical analysis on the EDT intersection rate per
seismic station is conducted among V2 nodes to detect and remove inconsistent arrivals from the initial data set. Third, the iterative TERR approach, reconducted within the V4 (i.e. volume
expended from V2 to account for grid approximation) on a hierarchy of grid discretization and using cleaned data, better surveys the solution domain and focuses on a small volume (V5) that
may include several nodes accounting for the same maximal EDT
score. The final absolute hypocentral solution is the barycenter
of V5.
Solution reliability of a seismicity data set can be assessed by the
analysis of a series of confidence factors and by discarding the determinations presenting statistically extreme values of these factors.
Among those, the QEDT parameter quantifies the ratio between the
number of EDTs effectively intersecting the solution and the theoretical maximum number of EDTs involved in the process. Therefore,
the QEDT directly characterizes the consistency between the input
data and system parametrization. QEDT is unitless and varies from
0 to 1. When QEDT is close to 1, one can consider that there is
a good consistency between data and system parametrization. In
those cases, MAXI confidence factors can also geometrically judge
the way a solution is constrained thanks to graphical relations of
the solution-node distribution. Two types of factors are considered:
(1) size, node density and node distribution of volumes V1, V2 and
V3 and (2) spatial coherency of the volumes and their organization
in space, which is mainly assessed by the distances between the
barycenter of the volumes V1, V2 and V3 (if the distance is too
large, volumes do not well superimpose, which suggest multimodal
solutions). Each factor taken independently leads to different interpretations and only the combination of a series of factors leads to
understanding the location process (see Theunissen et al. 2012 for
more details).
At last, once the geometrical node distribution is evaluated
through the confidence factors, statistical analyses on traveltime
residue rms and location uncertainties (based on Sambridge &
Kennett 1986) can confirm the reliability of the solution.
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Table 1. Synthetic investigation results or study feasibility. The event
distribution (in per cent) is classified per intervals of misfit (the misfit being
the distance between the hypocenter solution and the initial event position).
Each column refers to a specific geographic group; the number of events is
given in the second line of each column. In the best conditions of a known
velocity model and exact P-waves arrival times, the application of the
MAXI technique using the spatial-and-temporal distribution of P-arrivals
within the 3-DVM resolves ∼70 per cent of hypocenter determination
offshore Ecuador with less than 5 km of error.

00 < misfit < 05 km
05 < misfit < 10 km
10 < misfit < 15 km
15 < misfit < 20 km
20 < misfit < 50 km
Misfit > 50 km
No solution

Andes

Deep

South

Margin

Offshore

5470

1778

1843

1447

1860

90.3
5.2
1.2
0.5
0.3
0.2
2.3

80.4
12.5
2.9
1.8
1.4
0.2
0.8

69.2
20.3
6.6
1.4
1.9
0.3
0.3

57.2
20
10.7
4.6
5.5
0.3
1.7

67.5
18.4
6.5
3
2.2
0.2
2.2

thetic arrival times and perform earthquake location following the
exact same procedure (Fig. 6). The disturbance follows a Gaussian
distribution between +/− 0.3 s. Allowing for noise in the arrival
time data set decreases the quality of hypocenter determinations.
Still, 51 per cent of the events from group O and M have a misfit
lower than 10 km (1050 events with less than 5 km error).
The last test reproduces the synthetic experiment (with exact
3-D arrival times) but processing earthquake location within a 1-D
velocity model. The 1-D model is taken from the RENSIG (Table 2)
and is projected on the same grid parametrization than the one
used in the 3-D case. The classification of the results per range
of misfit (Fig. 7) is shown for comparison with 3-D experiment
(Fig. 5 or 6). The results confirm that, for the Ecuadorian subduction
configuration, processing earthquake location within a 1-D-velocity
model almost never allows accurate hypocenter position for offshore
earthquakes. This experiment highlights the damaging impact of
traveltimes computed in a 1-D medium when seismic rays have
indeed travelled into a heterogeneous medium and enhances the
importance of a realistic velocity model.
The synthetic tests shown here validate the legitimacy of the 3-D
approach proposed in this paper, that is the joint use of P arrivals and
the MAXI technique, especially because no detailed tomography
exists. The azimuthal gap dispersion observed for events associated
to small misfits lead us to avoid an a priori selection of data as a
function of gap. Therefore, the whole data set of 12 398 events is
used in the real application.

6 A B S O LU T E H Y P O C E N T E R
D E T E R M I N AT I O N : P R O C E S S I N G ,
R E S U LT S A N D C O M PA R I S O N
6.1 Processing
The application to the real case involves three steps. The two first
steps consist in identifying incorrect stations and evaluating station
correction terms. The last step consists in locating the earthquake
data set applying static station delays to integrate velocity model
errors under each station.
First, the P arrivals selected from the 14-yr long RENSIG catalogue are used to locate the 12 400 events, using MAXI (and
the parametrization described previously) within the 3-DVM established for whole Ecuador. All 39 seismic stations from the selected
subnetwork are used. To evaluate static station terms, we analyse
the resulting phase outputs for preliminary hypocenter solutions
(i.e. before removing inconsistent arrivals from the initial data set).
The MAXI technique produces two types of information for each
phase involved: (1) EDT-intersection rate per phase (i.e. per station,
because in this case only P arrivals are taken into account) and (2)
traveltime residual per station. Because of the choices in MAXI
procedure (i.e. all EDTs are only combined to the first arrival), we
separate information associated to ‘a first station’ from the others
(that we will call later on ‘the remaining phases’). The reason for
this separation is that first station traveltime residuals are predictably
very small and meaningless for static term recovering. Based on the
remaining phases, we distinguish, in terms of EDT-intersection rate
per station, EDT-in phases from EDT-out ones. Phases qualified as
EDT-out are arrival times whose associated EDTs do not cross the
solutions. By extension, we call EDT-in the phases associated to
EDTs that do cross the solution. This distinction allows us to objectively and statistically evaluate the phases that are inconsistent with
the remaining set of data.
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Second, we search for the absolute earthquake positions using
the exact 3-D synthetic arrival data set, the 3-DVM and the MAXI
technique. Grid and technical parametrizations are identical to those
described in the previous paragraph and that are also used for the
real-case application.
The accuracy of earthquake location for the synthetic experiment
is recovered by the statistical analyses of the misfit, defined as the
distance (in kilometres) between the final solution and the initial
synthetic event position. The efficiency of the 3-D approach and
network configuration is assessed through the hypocenter determination accuracy. The average misfit per geographic group (A, D,
M, O and S) and per misfit interval is shown on Table 1. As expected, in broad approximation, mislocation increases when earthquakes occur far outside and off the seismic network. In group A,
96 per cent can be determined with less than 10 km of error while
93 and 90 per cent characterize group D and S, respectively. Nevertheless, 77 and 86 per cent of events can still be determined in
groups M and O, respectively, with less than 10 km of error, even
though source-to-station distance and azimuthal gap increase.
The statistical analysis on the misfit values and the spatial repartition for synthetic events of group M and O (Fig. 5) reveals that,
under the best conditions (i.e. when the 3-DVM and arrival times
are perfectly known), ∼2085 among 3300 events can be accurately
located (with a misfit <5 km; ∼2700 events with less than 10 km
of error). The average misfit for the whole event data set is 5.5 km
(±7.1) km, with dx, dy, dz reaching respectively −0.5 (±4.2) km,
0.1 (±1.9) km and 2.4 (±7.4) km. Note that the spatial position of
the synthetic events does not seem to influence the misfit as the earthquake distribution covers the same area whatever the misfit range.
Considering the network aperture, the azimuthal gap for events of
group O associated to a misfit lower than 5 km is, on average, 289◦
(±44◦ ). The azimuthal gap average roughly increases by 40◦ from
small (<5 km) to large (>50 km) misfit values for group O, and by
∼10◦ for group M (Fig. 5). However, while the average increases,
the dispersion of azimuthal gap values around the average is large
(± 40 and ± 60◦ for group O and M, respectively). Consequently,
location error cannot be directly related to poor azimuthal gap.
The noise-free synthetic investigation indicates that, within an
exact 3-D P-velocity model, the spatiotemporal configuration of
the network is appropriate enough to accurately locate a reasonable
percentage of earthquakes in the frontal part of the subduction zone.
For a more realistic test, we introduce some noise into the 3-D syn-
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Figure 5. Noise-free synthetic experiment to examine the ability of the network (and its spatiotemporal heterogeneity) to solve earthquake locations for events
of group O and M (Offshore and Margin) within the 3-DVM. Initial event position (empty side of the stroke) is from the RENSIG. Synthetic 3-D P-wave arrival
times are retrieved with the genuine azimuthal gap. The parametrization of the MAXI technique and 3-DVM grid is identical to the application to real data (see
text for more details). The circles represent hypocenter solutions; the colour code indicates the azimuthal gap. Each map corresponds to a given misfit range
(see also Table 2). Below each map, the associated histogram evidences the absolute depth difference between the initial event and the solution (normalized
on the number of events involved in each range). The synthetic investigation suggests that the network spatiotemporal configuration is appropriate to resolve
70 per cent of earthquake locations offshore Ecuador.
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Table 2. 1-D velocity model (named ASW) used
for the RENSIG hypocenter determinations. The
depth of the each layer top limit is given with
respect to the sea level.
VP (km s–1 )

VS (km s–1 )

Layer depth (km)

3.32
5.90
6.20
6.70
8.10

1.94
3.45
3.63
3.92
4.74

3.30
0.30
−11.70
−26.70
−46.70

Analysing EDT-intersection rate per station, 37 stations out of 39
are qualified as EDT-in at 86 per cent (on average), indicating that
those stations create, by combination with whatever other station,
EDTs that do intersect the hypocenter determination 86 per cent
of the time. Both remaining stations (ecen and carm; Fig. 4) are
EDT-out at 98 and 90 per cent (with ∼1000 and 100 arrivals for
ecen and carm, respectively), which mean that EDTs associated to
both stations almost never intersect the hypocenter determination.
Residual averages reach nearly −8 and −2 seconds for ecen and
carm, respectively.

In the second step, we relocated all seismicity using 37 stations,
including ecen and carm only to retrieve residual values (but without using the stations in the search process). We then computed
static station corrections following the same event data separation
as explained above. The residual statistic analysis is conducted separately for each geographic group of events (Andes–A-, Margin–M-,
Offshore–O-, South–S- and Deep–D-). Note that the rms of the
residual distribution are small and never exceed 0.2 s, even for
the stations ecen and carm, attesting that traveltime residuals are
distributed according to narrow Gaussians. Residual averages for
stations ecen and carm are about −7 and −1 s (Table 3), which
suggests that, in the first location trial, EDTs from the stations ecen
and carm did affect the hypocenter solutions. From the sharp shape
of the Gaussian distribution, we consider that some velocity anomalies under the stations had not been taken into account within the
3-DVM, except for station ecen whose large residual average is not
easily explained except by a station mislocation or a timing error.
Static term values are reported in Table 3. All values are relatively
small.
The third stage relocates all seismicity, separated per geographic
group of events, applying the corresponding station corrections.
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Figure 6. Same as in Fig. 5 except that 3-D synthetic P arrivals are disturbed with noise (following a Gaussian distribution between ±0.3 s). The circle colour
code indicates the absolute depth difference between the initial synthetic event and the 3-D solution. The synthetic investigation suggests that, considering
noisy arrivals, the network’s spatiotemporal configuration is appropriate to resolve 50 per cent of earthquake location offshore Ecuador.
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To obtain a high quality data set, we select earthquakes based
on MAXI confidence factors: (1) Qedt ≥ 0.6 (2) interbarycenter
distance (between volumes V1 and V2; see section 4.1) <15 km
(3) distance to first station <200 km and (4) number of V2 solution nodes <1000 (see section on MAXI technique). After quality
selection, the Qedt average is 0.94 (±0.07), the average residual
rms is 0.21 (±0.13) s, the average number of stations is 7.7 (±2.0,
and the average location uncertainties dx, dy, dz are 1.5 (±2.1 km),
1.2 (±1.9 km), 1.4 (±1.8 km), respectively. Finally, our catalogue
is composed of 7950 earthquakes with a quality considered as high
(Figs 8 (zoom) and 9a).
6.2 Results
Because hypocenter location uncertainties are generally underestimated (Billings et al. 1994; Shearer 1997), earthquake location
quality can be assessed from seismicity clustering or alignment
along well-known tectonic features. We thus will succinctly describe
the seismicity observed at the vicinity of the interplate seismogenic
zone and compare them to 1-D hypocenter determinations.
To the north, near 0.5◦ N (near the town of Muisne; Fig. 1), a
60-km-long alignment of earthquakes narrowly spreads ∼NW–SE,

perpendicular to the trench, 15 km landward from the trench to
20 km inland from the coast line (Figs 8 and 9a). This seismic pattern is known as the Galera alignment (Segovia 2001). Hypocenters mainly occur from about 10 to 30 km depth, along a plane
dipping gently eastward, most probably the interplate seismogenic
zone (Fig. 8—section 1). Seismicity also scatters within the overriding crust and, in less proportion, within the subducting plate.
Southward, near 0.25◦ S, a cluster of earthquakes occurs at about
10 km landward from the trench, extending over about 35 km of
distance. At depth, this cluster (further on referred to the Jama
cluster) essentially affects the overriding plate down to the presumed plate interface (dipping 10◦ towards the east). The interplate
activity is bounded between 8 and 14 km depth. Locally, a small
amount of seismic activity takes place deeper within the bending
slab (beneath the trench) between 30 and 80 km depth (Fig. 8—
section 2).
To the south, centred on 1.25◦ S, seismicity recurrently strikes
the margin through large seismic swarms. This cluster (further on
referred as the Manta cluster after Vaca 2007) extends along 90 km,
in a direction parallel to the trench and 15–20 km landward from
it. At depth, seismicity concentrates in the overriding plate down to
the plate interface (Fig. 8—section 3).
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 5 except that the 3-D synthetic P arrivals are used within a 1-D velocity model (from the RENSIG). The circle colour-code indicates the
absolute depth difference between the initial synthetic event and the solution. The synthetic investigation suggests that a 1-D velocity model can only resolve
15 per cent of earthquake location offshore Ecuador.
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Table 3. Station corrections, in seconds, computed at
each station of the selected subnetwork from the 3-D
approach statistical investigations (see text for more details). Station location is shown on Fig. 2. Bold font
highlights stations ecen and carm, qualified as EDT-out
(98 and 90 per cent, respectively).
D

S

M

O

0.19
0.07
−0.11
−0.01
0.05
−0.16
−0.28
−0.07
7.23
0.17
0.19
−0.09
0.18
0.34
−0.24
0.10
−0.03
0.01
0.07
−0.10
−0.17
−0.17
−0.22
0.74
0.00
0.00
−0.14
−0.11
0.12
0.01
−0.11
−0.15
0.04
−0.15
0.08
−0.28
0.02
−0.10
−0.16

0.06
0.11
0.02
0.04
−0.03
−0.01
0.08
0.04
7.09
0.09
0.18
0.06
−0.04
0.00
−0.17
0.03
−0.18
−0.02
0.17
0.04
0.07
0.05
−0.10
1.27
0.02
0.00
−0.15
0.02
0.05
−0.13
−0.18
−0.04
−0.02
−0.09
−0.06
−0.11
−0.08
0.07
0.20

0.16
0.33
0.00
0.00
−0.14
−0.26
−0.11
0.10
6.64
−0.14
0.04
−0.01
−0.16
0.72
−0.09
0.12
0.15
0.12
0.05
−0.19
−0.09
−0.05
−0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
−0.19
−0.14
0.10
−0.54
0.03
0.14
0.19
0.00
−0.29
−1.41
0.18
−0.11
0.06

−0.04
0.00
0.00
0.07
−0.06
0.16
−0.19
0.09
7.23
0.14
0.13
−0.14
−0.08
0.00
0.00
−0.04
−0.22
0.19
0.14
−0.07
0.08
−0.04
−0.16
1.86
−0.08
0.00
−0.06
0.08
0.10
−0.07
0.15
0.00
−0.01
−0.14
−0.11
0.11
0.02
0.21
−0.07

−0.11
−0.06
0.00
−0.02
−0.06
0.20
−0.07
0.15
7.67
0.27
0.22
−0.01
−0.18
0.00
−0.25
0.00
−0.24
0.21
0.03
−0.03
−0.19
0.03
−0.15
1.81
0.16
0.03
−0.04
0.06
0.13
−0.08
0.03
−0.22
−0.05
0.10
0.07
0.06
−0.01
0.81
−0.08

The Jama and Manta clusters and their depth distribution near the
expected interplate seismogenic zone are consistent with the seismic activity known in other subduction zones. In addition, given
that each earthquake is located independently, the tightness of the
Galera alignment tends to support the notion that in addition to
reliable confidence factors and uncertainty parameters hypocenter
determinations resulting from the proposed 3-D approach are reasonably accurate.
6.3 Comparison to 1-D-determinations
To assess the effect of the 3-DVM in earthquake location (real
data application), we perform hypocenter determinations using a
procedure identical to what is presented above (same P-wave arrival
data set and MAXI technique) but implemented within the same
1-D velocity model than the one used by the Instituto Geofisico.
We name MAXI-1-D the resulting hypocenter determinations. The
MAXI-1-D catalogue includes the same events as MAXI-3-D. The

1-D model used by Instituto Geofı́sico was constructed based on the
Andean geology and is used indistinctly in all the country (Table 2).
Based on the MAXI-1-D results, the Galera alignment is barely
recognizable. At this latitude, the Galera seismicity seems to start
about 30 km landward compared to MAXI-3-D results (Figs 9 and
10). The depth distribution shows two distinct clusters. The deeper
one is extending from 10 to 50 km depth, the shallower strikes in
part in the air and sea water and affects essentially the overriding
margin. The Jama cluster epicentral position scatters east and west
from the trench. Depth determinations range between –5 km (west
of the trench) to 40 km depth (at 80 km landward from the trench),
affecting essentially the crust and mantle of the subducting plate.
The Manta cluster is also scattered and separates in two groups
with a distance of ∼20 km. The northern one extends from 20 to
30 km west of the trench to near the coastline, occurring to a large
degree within the water column. The southern one is located at less
than 10 km from the trench and spread to the coastline. Seismicity
deepens with sea water depth, near and around the seismogenic
plate interface, down to about 30 km depth.
To assess the effect of the location technique, we evaluate MAXI1-D against RENSIG determinations. Note however, that this latter
comparison is not totally appropriate because the RENSIG uses P
and S-wave arrival times on the whole network. RENSIG determinations are performed using the 1-D-layered model described above
and the FASTHYPO technique (Herrmann 1979) which minimizes
traveltimes residuals similar to other location programs. This algorithm was modified locally to consider stations delays because of
high altitude variations of some seismic stations.
From the RENSIG determinations, the Galera alignment is
clearly visible. It initiates 10 km before trench and extends to the
coastline. Seismicity occurs at 30 km depth beneath the trench and
continuously affects the crust and mantle of the subducting plate
(between 20 and 45 km depth). Very little activity appears at the
interplate seismogenic zone or in the overriding plate. The Jama
and Manta clusters are both relatively well clustered and occur on
both sides of the trench. Both cluster seismicity delineates, at depth,
a ∼20 km-thick plane dipping eastwards with an angle of about 20to-25◦ (when starting from the trench). The activity stops at 35 km
depth, for the Jama cluster, and near 30 km depth for the Manta
cluster.
6.4 Effect of the a priori 3-D velocity model
The velocity model errors have been found to have a larger effect on
location procedure than the effect of picking errors (e.g. Gomberg
et al. 1990; Billings et al. 1994; Husen et al. 2003; Bai & Greenhalgh 2006). As the real heterogeneity of the crust and mantle is
rarely well known, this conclusion mainly results from synthetic
investigations and the common knowledge that a 1-D model cannot
account for complicated velocity structure. Indeed, in real applications, at local to regional scale and in well-instrumented region,
3-DVM obtained from tomographic inversion of local earthquakes
(starting from a minimum 1-D velocity model and associated 1D-hypocenter determination) only produces a few differences in
earthquake location, with no large systematic shift but an clustering
of seismicity and slight depth variations (< 3 km, in average, given
by Micheal 1988; Husen & Smith 2004). On land, a probabilistic
earthquake location in Switzerland and the integration of a priori
knowledge in the 3-DVM generates large individual shifts but there
were not systematic (Husen et al. 2003). In this study, the velocity
model is totally constrained from a priori knowledge. Its adequacy
to represent locally the earth structure can be appraised from formal
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earthquake location uncertainties, traveltime residual statistics per
seismic station (Table 3) and the geological reasonableness of the
seismicity distribution.
The effect of the 3-DVM on earthquake location can be assessed
by comparing MAXI-3-D and MAXI-1-D results (application to
real data; Figs 9 and 10). The distances between 1-D and 3-Dresolved hypocenters are in average 36 ± 23 km (dx = 7 ± 35 km,
dy = 7 ± 16 km and dz = 4 ± 15). As the only difference between
both catalogues is the velocity model in which ray paths propagate,
the differences in earthquake position directly illustrate the effect
of the differences in traveltime estimates between 3-D and 1-D
models (see Table N2-old3, for 1-D model). First, we observe that
this effect is not systematic (Figs 9 and 10). Relatively to MAXI-3D, the earthquake position of the Galera alignment tends to move
land ward while a good proportion of Jama and Manta earthquakes
are moving seaward. The depth parameter also undergoes a nonsystematic shift, deeper along the Muisne alignment and shallower
for the western part of Jama and Manta clusters. Second, even
though the 3-D approach handles single-event locations, epicenters
appear to better cluster. Third, even if the real hypocenter position
is not known, the MAXI-3-D evaluation of depth (more consistent
with the plate interface) also appears more realistic than MAXI-1-D
(Fig. 10). Consequently, despite that the quality of the 3-DVM is
not directly evaluated as it would be in a tomographic inversion, its
implementation produces an image of seismicity that seems more
reliable.
In seismology, assessing the reliability of hypocenter determinations is challenging because location uncertainties are generally

underestimated and because uncertainties depend on the velocity
model in which the solution is produced (Sambridge & Kennett
1986; Billings et al. 1994; Shearer 1997). In addition to the high
values of the confidence indicators and small uncertainties, the
MAXI-3-D seismicity appears to be reliable because it is consistent
with the plate interface location in the vicinity of where one expects seismogenic deformation and because its clustering in space
conveys the image of seismic activity on a portion of a fault. As a
first approximation, we therefore consider that the 3-DVM established to represent velocity variations in the area is trustworthy and
advantageous for earthquake location.
In this study, we have constructed the VP 3-DVM with care.
Nevertheless, initial data on crust and mantle velocity properties
do not uniformly cover the studied area and some necessary information is uncertain or missing (for instance, the forearc crustal
thickness lacks recent constraints; magmatic chambers are not taken
into consideration). Therefore, the 3-DVM most certainly only approximates to first order the large-scale velocity variations. If nonexistent local heterogeneities might be introduced by mistake in
the 3-DVM, we assume they are insignificant compared to large
scales anomalies that a 1-D layered model would inexorably generate when trying to represent a non-flat configuration of crust and
mantle such as in subduction zones. In such areas, 1-D-layered velocity model obviously degrades traveltime computations and thus
earthquake location accuracy. Consequently, in subduction zone
seismological studies, exploration of the concept of a priori 3-D
velocity models and questioning the classical 1-D-approach seem
fully appropriate.
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Figure 8. Seismic hypocenter location map and cross-sections in the vicinity of the interplate seismogenic zone: results from the 3-D approach and P-wave
arrivals. Section 1 refers to the Galera alignment, 2 and 3 to Jama and Manta clusters, respectively. Section locations and width appear as brackets on the map.
Bold line with triangles is the trench.
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Figure 9. Seismicity map comparing earthquake location resulting from
three different procedures. 3-D-MAXI refers to the catalogue resulting from
earthquake location using: a selection of RENSIG stations, P arrivals, 3DVM, and the MAXI technique (see text for more details). 1-D-MAXI:
identical procedure within a 1-D-layered model (from the RENSIG). RENSIG refers to the whole network, P- and S-waves arrivals, 1-D-layered model
(see Table 3) and FASTHYPO (Herrmann 1979). The traces of the Carnegie
Ridge (dashed line), the trench (bold line and triangles) and the Andean
Chain (in grey) are marked for references. 1 and 2 identify the cross-section
shown on Fig. 10.

Figure 10. Seismicity cross-sections comparing earthquake location resulting from three different procedures (location on Fig. 9). See Fig. 9 for
explanations about 3-D-MAXI, 1-D-MAXI and RENSIG procedures. The
grey dash line marks an eventual position of the Nazca Plate top and serves
as spatial reference.
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7 S E I S M I C I T Y PAT T E R N W I T H I N T H E
INTER-SEISMIC PERIOD ALONG THE
E C UA D O R I A N S U B D U C T I O N Z O N E
7.1 Historical earthquakes known along the northern
Ecuador subduction zone
In 1906, a Mw = 8.8 megathrust earthquake, accompanied by a
large far-field and local tsunami, ruptured the subduction fault zone
in North Ecuador South Colombia along a 500-km-long rupture
area (Kelleher 1972; Kanamori & McNally 1982). The epicenter of
this event was first located seaward from the trench (Gutenber &
Richter 1959), but from constant (S–P) time at teleseismic stations
(Baltimore and Victoria, Kanamori & McNally 1982) and from the
intensity distribution described by Rudolph & Szirtes (1911), we
prefer the epicenter position from Collot et al. (2004) near 0.8◦ N
and 280◦ E (Fig. 11). Much of the rupture zone that broke during
the 1906 event ruptured again, with thrust motion, during the Mw =
7.9 earthquake of 1942, the Mw = 7.7 1958 earthquake and the

Mw = 8.2 1979 earthquake (Kanamori & McNally 1982; Mendoza
& Dewey 1984; Swenson & Beck 1996). The rupture zones of the
three smaller events (1942, 1958 and 1979), approximated from the
distribution of aftershocks, abut closely without significant overlap.
In the study area, the 1942 epicenter has been located near 0◦ S
and 279.8◦ E (Kelleher 1972; Swenson & Beck 1996; Engdahl &
Villaseñor 2002). Its rupture zone propagated from south to north
(Kelleher 1972; Mendoza & Dewey 1984, Fig. 11). The source–
time function of this event is characteristics of a single asperity
rupture (although its location is uncertain), and most of the seismic
moment is assumed to be released within approximately 50 km of
the epicenter (Swenson & Beck 1996). The original rupture zone
extends westwards from the trench. In Fig. 11, we draw its contour
so that it fits the trench. The 1958 event occurred to the north,
near 1◦ N and 280.5◦ E. It presumably ruptured unilaterally to the
northeast abutting, but not overlapping, the 1979 rupture area. The
epicenter is determined at the southwestern edge of the aftershock
area (Mendoza & Dewey 1984; Swenson & Beck 1996).
In 1901 and 1907, two other events of magnitude 7.2 and 7.0
occurred near 0◦ N and 2◦ S, respectively (Askew & Algermissen
1985; Engdahl & Villasenor 2002). Both epicenters are not well
constrained and are reported, about 150 km west of the trench, near
278◦ E.
In the area near Bahia city (near 0.5◦ S; Fig. 1), three M > 7 events
have occurred in 1896, 1956 and 1998. The last one is known as
the Bahia earthquake (Segovia 2001). Associated aftershocks are
reported in yellow triangles (Fig. 11).
7.2 Forearc density, marine terraces and large earthquakes
Lateral variations on shear strength (i.e. the resistance that a fault
plane opposes to yield and slip under the load of external forces)
are, at least partially, because of spatial changes of the vertical stress
loading the megathrust fault, as controlled by the density structure
of the overlying forearc (Tassara 2010). Although no forearc density
model exists in the Ecuadorian Margin, we tentatively superimposes
the Simple Bouguer Gravity Anomaly map produced by Feininger
& Seguin (1983) to the epicenter positions of the main earthquakes
known in the area (Fig. 11).
On the coastal area, the Simple Bouguer Gravity Anomaly field
is dominated by a broad belt of positive anomalies (Piñon formation) that extends from Colombia to south of Guayaquil. On about
two thirds of the coastal area, several areas of negative anomalies
interrupt the continuity of the positive belt and coincides, broadly,
with sedimentary basins (Feininger & Seguin 1983). Although the
location accuracy of major earthquake epicenters might be debatable, we note that the 1942, 1958 and 1906 earthquake nucleation
remarkably falls into small areas of positive Bouguer anomalies that
intrude near the coastline.
Repeatedly coastal uplifts resulting in the formation of marine
terraces have been related to the vertical motion produced by the
subduction of aseismic ridges (e.g. Hsu 1992) but also to the uplift
that occurred during large magnitude earthquakes (e.g. Berryman
et al. 2011). Along the Ecuadorian coast, marine terraces have been
observed in Rio Verde, Punta Galera, Manta Peninsula, Santa Elena
Peninsula and Puna Island (Fig. 1; Winckell & Zebrowski 1997;
Pedoja 2003; Pedoja et al. 2006). In Rio Verde and Punta Galera,
sequences of two and three marine terraces are observed (respectively) covering an area of 2 to 5 km wide and 15 to 20 km long (in
both cases). Mean uplift rates (given since ∼120 ky) are evaluated
at less than 0.1 mm yr–1 in Rio Verde (not well constrained) and
about 0.3 (±0.02) mm yr–1 in Punta Galera (Pedoja 2003; Pedoja
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A second question concerns the use of an unconstrained
S-wave velocity model in earthquake location because, from what
is said above, the accuracy of the velocity model mainly controls
the quality of earthquake location. Indeed, a priori S-wave velocity models are not available if tomographic inversions cannot be
performed. Furthermore, when tomographic investigations can be
performed in subduction zones, it is observed that the VP /VS ratio
is far from constant in those systems because of the high fluid content and fracturing (e.g. DeShon et al. 2006). Variations of VP /VS
ratios are also in receiver function investigation (e.g. Audet et al.
2009). In addition, relatively to P arrivals, measuring S-wave arrival
times is complicated by the P-wave coda and conversions. Zeiler
& Velasco (2009) reported that, at local to regional distance range
(0◦ –30◦ ), most of the picking errors were associated with the S and
Sg phases. By comparing common arrival times reported by several
institutions, they demonstrate that the average time difference for
S waves reached 5.5 s (compared to 0.4 s for P waves). Zeiler &
Velasco (2009) also indicate that short-period instruments are not as
precise when used to pick arrivals. In the specific case of Ecuador,
most stations of the permanent network are composed of vertical
component short-period sensors, which are known to distort the S
arrival-time measurements. Subsequently, the S measurement precision should be considered as suspicious (compared to P arrivals),
and most probably flawed in the specific case of Ecuador (mainly
because of the network characteristics).
Given those difficulties, one can wonder what would be the effect
of a non-precise S-velocity model and inaccurate S arrivals in the
process of earthquake location. The answer to this question certainly
depends on the relative quality between the S and P velocity model.
Although beyond the scoop of this paper, synthetic investigations
should be carried out using heterogeneous models and arrival-time
difference technique to bring some answers on the effect of a biases
S-velocity model on earthquake location. In this study investigation,
because of the inferred large heterogeneities of crust and mantle,
the unknown quantity of water in the mantle wedge, the geometry
and positions of magmatic chambers, the lack of information on
fracturing, and the uncertain quality of S arrival times, we favour
the use of a unique P-velocity model. It is worth noting that, whereas
most seismologists commonly use both P and S waves, some local
to regional studies provide interesting results using P waves only
(e.g. Husen et al. 2003; DeShon et al. 2007; Arroyo et al. 2009).
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et al. 2006). Northeast of Rio Verde, the coastal area is described
as subsiding (Dumont et al. 2006). On the Manta Peninsula and
La Plata Island, up to five marine terraces are observed and uplift
rates have been estimated at 0.3 (± 0.02) mm and 0.4 (± 0.02) mm,
respectively (Cantalamessa & Di Celma 2004; Pedoja et al. 2006).
To the south, on Santa Elena Peninsula, a sequence of three marine terraces is observed and the mean uplift rate is lower than 0.1
(±0.02) mm yr–1 . Pedoja et al. (2006) concluded that the uplift of
the Ecuador (and Peruvian) Talara Arc is reduced when compared
to other regions where aseismic ridges are subducting. Although
the location accuracy of major earthquake epicenters might be debatable, we note that the position of the 1958 and 1906 earthquake
nucleation remarkably falls in the areas where uplift indicators are
well preserved in the coastal morphology (Fig. 11). These areas
coincide with the region of Simple Bouguer positive anomalies
(Feininger & Seguin 1983).
7.3 Seismicity and segmentation
Along subduction zones, the seismic cycle consists of three main
stages (Reid 1910): the interseismic period during which stress ac-

cumulates along the interplate seismogenic fault zone, the coseismic phase that suddenly releases the accumulated stress through
large earthquake and, the post-seismic phase that corresponds to
the total stress relaxation along the plate interface. In this study,
the 3-D-MAXI catalogue most certainly samples a part of the interseismic period (Manchuel et al. 2011). The seismicity distribution
should correlate with surface rupture and asperity related to the
stress built-up along the plate interface (Mogi 1979; Scholz 2002;
Bollinger et al. 2004). We hereby intend to correlate the seismicity
distribution (magnitude lower than 7) to the areas where stress might
be building on the interplate seismogenic fault zone. The rupture
zone of the 1979 event is too far away from our catalogue sensitivity
and cannot be discussed here from our results.
7.3.1 1958 event rupture zone
The scarcity of events within the known rupture zone of the Mw =
7.8 1958 event is genuine from the 3-D-MAXI catalogue (Fig. 11).
This observation is coherent with the results of Manchuel et al.
(2011) on 3 months of temporary onshore–offshore seismic deployment in the area, and with teleseismic observations that also image a
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Figure 11. Left: Map showing the historical earthquake epicenters (each symbol corresponds to the bibliographic source given below the main frame, the thin
dashed line represent different solutions), their asperity (dark green) and rupture zone (light green; Kanamori & McNally 1982; Beck & Ruff 1984; Swenson &
Beck 1996). The dashed grey line represent the rupture zone of the Mw = 8.8 1906 event (Kelleher 1972). Positive (red) and Negative (yellow) Simple Bouguer
anomalies are taken from Feininger & Seguin 1983. Marine terraces mean uplift rate (white arrows) are from Pedoja (2003) and Pedoja et al. (2006). The trace
of the Carnegie Ridge (dark to light grey) and the Trench (bold line with triangles) are also shown. Right: 3-D-MAXI catalogue (circles) selected from 0 to
30 km depth. Yellow triangles correspond to the aftershock sequence of the Bahia event (Segovia 2001). Blue lines are fault traces from Collot et al. 2004.
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7.3.2 1942 event rupture zone
The seismicity behaviour changes between the Galera alignment
(Fig. 8—section 1) and the Jama cluster (Fig. 8—section 2). The
Jama cluster bounds both the southern limit of the 1942 rupture zone
and its asperity. In this area, the coastline is deflected landward, the
margin presents a positive Bouguer anomaly, and the seismicity is
occurring deeper on the seismogenic zone down to 30 km depth.
These observations converge towards the interpretation of the seismogenic zone downdip limit near 30 km in depth.
Lay & Kanamori (1981) suggested that a small earthquake represents the failure of one asperity and that its rupture zone is limited, at
both ends, by adjacent asperities (in the sense of a barrier). Effective
width and amount of slip are relatively small and the source–time
function is simple. A great earthquake represents the failure of
more than one asperity involving much larger width and slip and
generating more complex waveforms. Kanamori & McNally (1982)
suggested that the 1942, 1958 and 1979 might have behaved as small
earthquakes and that the large 1906 earthquake would have involved
much larger width and slip by failing the asperities of 1942, 1958
and 1979. In that context, the 1942 earthquake failed an asperity
(drawn on Fig. 11), the rupture propagated along the interplate contact zone and have been limited by adjacent asperities. In the light
of the seismicity patterns, the Jama cluster (facing the Cabo Pasado
cap) could be the site of an asperity (defined here as a portion of the
seismogenic interplate fault sufficiently coupled to block the rupture
propagation). If so, the seismicity there would reflect partial strain
release, the other part of the strain budget would be accumulated on
a (partially) locked plate interface. If the coastline somehow reflects
the behaviour of the seismogenic interplate zone, it is noteworthy
that the coastline is locally deflected towards the Jama cluster. A

counter argument of the hypothesis is that no marine terraces are
observed on the coast. One can nevertheless argue that this could be
because the coastal morphology is not well preserved in this region
(or because onland observations have not been done yet).
To the north, we can not apply the same reasoning. Indeed, if
we believe that the Galera alignment is bounding two segments of
the Ecuadorian subduction zone, its shape (i.e. a line rather than a
circle) is not coherent with a ‘classical’ asperity geometry.

7.3.3 1998 Bahia event zone
The area from 0.25◦ S to ∼0.75◦ S (between Cabo Pasado and Manta;
Figs 1 and 11) differs widely from the 1942 rupture area. Three large
earthquakes occurred near Bahia during historical and instrumental
times: the Ml = 7.0 1896 event, the Ms = 7.3 1956 event (both from
SISRA catalogue and; Askew & Algermissen 1985) and the Mw =
7.2 1998 Bahia event (EHB, Engdahl et al. 1998). From the 3-DMAXI catalogue, this zone appears almost aseismic on a spherical
domain of about 30 km of radius. Because the 3-D-MAXI catalogue
only samples high quality location events, we report on the Fig. 11
the aftershocks relocated by Segovia (2001, hypo71 earthquake
location: class A events correspond to good quality location, with
horizontal errors lower than 7 km, vertical error lower than 6 km
and residuals lower than 0.7 s; class B events correspond to bigger
errors). In this area, although some earthquakes might be repeated
in Fig. 11, earthquake density is still low.
The concept of a seismic gap refers to areas of no (or little)
recent rupture displacement. Seismic gaps are related to asperity
regions that are expected to experience a large displacement during
the future rupture. Although the relation between microseismicity
during the inter-seismic period and seismic gaps (able to generate
the future asperity) is not well known, we propose that the Jama
cluster (∼0.25◦ S) is revealing the location of a possible asperity on
the interplate seismogenic zone. The adjacent Bahia zone should
undergo relatively more aseismic slip. The fact that the area is
facing a margin with negative Bouguer anomaly, that the coastline
is deflected landward and that no marine terraces are observed
onland are in favour of this interpretation.
7.3.4 The Manta–Puerto Lopez area
South of Manta (from 0.75◦ S to 1.5◦ S), microseismicity pattern
widely differs again. The seismicity in this area is mainly organized
in earthquake swarms such as in 1998, 2002, 2005 (Segovia 2009;
Vaca et al. 2009). Detailed analyses on the 2005 swarm (waveform inversion and waveform correlations) permits identification
of multiple triggering sources between Manta and Puerto Lopez.
Facing this area onland, the Jipijapa-Portoviejo crustal fault within
the North Andean Block have been found seismically active and
connecting to the plate interface (Bethoux et al. 2011, from local
onshore–offshore deployment and Segovia (personal communication, 2011) from OSISEQ project, local network recently deployed),
therefore contributing in some extend to the subduction system deformation.
The swarm activity affects a region where the coast is in part
deflected seaward (Manta Peninsula), where the Bouguer anomalies are greatly positive and where marine terraces are still well
preserved on the coastal morphology. Nevertheless, from historical
records, no major earthquakes have affected this segment (nor from
there to northern Peru). Even though a slow slip event in the area
(2010), recently described by Vallée et al. (2013), contribute to the
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lack of seismicity (EHB catalogue from 1964–2007, Engdahl et al.
1998). In this area, from marine geophysical investigation, Collot
et al. (2004) suggested that the Esmeraldas and Manglares fault
(Fig. 11) could have delimited the lateral extension of the 1958
rupture area (slightly displacing northwards the original rupture
area from Swenson & Beck 1996). In between those two faults, an
outer basement high, which bounds the margin seaward of the 1958
rupture zone, may have acted as a deformable buttress to seaward
propagation of coseismic slip. The Esmeraldas fault, such as mentioned by Collot et al. (2004) is not confirmed from the 3-D-MAXI
catalogue. However, a seismic alignment, parallel to the Esmeraldas fault and about 20 km south of it, has been evidenced from
recent investigation on microseismicity (Regnier et al. 2011; ADN
program). From the 3-D-MAXI catalogue, we observe that the seismic behavior of the interplate seismogenic zone changes drastically
south of the Galera alignment, suggesting that this alignment also
reflects a limit of segment. Whatever is the southern limit of the
1958 rupture area (from Esmeraldas fault to Galera alignment), it
seems that the seismogenic interplate zone is further segmented
in this region which could explain the two pulses of the source–
time function determined from deconvolution of long-period
P-wave records (Swenson & Beck 1996). The lack of seismicity
north of the Galera alignment might reveal that the contact zone
is, at least, partially locked and stress is accumulating. A partially
locked zone is consistent with the knowledge that a large historical
earthquake occurred in the area, the coincidence of positive Bouguer
anomalies and coastal uplifts, but also with GPS campaign measurements (Trenkamp et al. 2002). Nocquet et al. (2009) mentioned that
the average coupling coefficient might reach up 40 per cent in this
area (near Esmeraldas).

Seismicity along the Ecuadorian subduction zone
budget of the total energy release by aseismic displacement, we do
not reject the probability of a large event in this area.

7.3.5 South of Puerto Lopez area
The southern segment of the Ecuadorian subduction sampled by
the 3-D-MAXI catalogue indicates a wide aseismic segment from
1.5◦ S to south of the Gulf of Guayaquil (∼2.5◦ S). A earthquake
of magnitude greater than 7 occurred in the area: the Mw = 7.2
earthquake in 1901 was located around 2◦ S, about 100 km west of
the trench (Fig. 11) and the Mw = 7.5, near 3.5◦ S and 279◦ E, in
1953 (EHB and SISRA catalogues).
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In this investigation, we present a 3-D a priori velocity model
constructed to improve the seismicity distribution in the subduction
zone of Ecuador. Synthetic experiments evaluate the feasibility of
this earthquake location study based on the permanent network of
the RENSIG.
The resulting 3-D-MAXI catalogue upgrades the image of the
seismicity distribution in the inter-seismic period that we intent to
interpret in light of previous knowledge of the past earthquakes that
occurred in the area. As previously mentioned, the subduction zone
of Ecuador is highly segmented. We interpret two areas (the 1958
rupture zone area and the Jama cluster) as eventual asperities that
might be accumulating stress, even though both areas show different
seismicity patterns and that the coupling might be much lower on
the Jama cluster.
A third area, from Cabo Pasado to Manta appears almost aseismic
on a spherical domain of about 30 km of radius. We suspect that the
50 yr recurrence period of M > 7 earthquakes (1896, 1956 and 1998
events) occurs on a small local asperity and that the rest of the area
behaves mostly aseismically by steady creep or slow slip events.
A fourth area (between Manta and Puerto Lopez) is more ambiguous because no historical earthquakes are known in the area and
because slow-slip events have been observed together with seismic
swarms (Vallée et al. submitted). The observation of well preserved
marine terraces on the coastal morphology, a coastline that is deflected seaward at the Manta and the Puerto Lopez Peninsula and
the positive Bouguer anomaly let us infer that the seismic coupling
might be only partial, with stress accumulating on the seismogenic
interplate zone.
The seismic segmentation in Ecuador is often regarded as the
result of the Carnegie Ridge subduction. As the ridge subducts beneath the South America Plate between 1◦ N and 2◦ S, it is difficult
to distinguish the precise causes of such detailed segmentation. Marine geophysical data on one hand and GPS models (from ADN and
IG-EPN projects) in another hand should help to further understand
the seismic pattern of the region.
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